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Abstract 

Across decades, significant efforts have been demonstrated to integrate machine learning into different 

visual recognition tasks in medical domain, especially for medical image segmentation. Image segmentation 

provides pixel/voxel-wise localization of each organ/tissue target and allows both researchers and clinicians 

to perform quantitative measures for investigating biomarkers. However, annotating volumetric labels are 

time-consuming and limited interpretability of the learned feature is demonstrated in current models. In this 

talk, we will discuss the progress of adapting machine learning models from Convolutional Neural Networks 

to Vision Transformers. With the basis of current networks, we adapt multiple semantic meanings into the 

extracted feature with contrastive learning to enhance the feature interpretability, thus leading to a 

significant improvement in model performance. With the generated segmentation across large population 

cohort, we further generate organ-specific reference templates to investigate the corresponding imaging 

biomarkers in healthy condition. 
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